Fairfax Neighbors-- Why Not Say “HELLO” to existing neighbors or meet new ones.

Please JOIN in the first

Neighborhood Knock

November 7/8th  Recommended 1-4 p.m.

Sponsored by: Fairfax 50+ Neighbor to Neighbor Committee
Neighbors are “in it together”

Especially during emergencies, natural or other.

You might also find simple everyday tasks like changing a light bulb or giving a ride to the Doctors office could make a wonderful difference to an older neighbor’s well being. **BEING a good neighbor is rewarding.**
Neighbors = strong Community.
Knock, BUZZ, or RING the Doorbell then....

Introduce yourself.

A simply “hello” and telling someone where you live is a great start.

If your neighbor does not have internet Access you might want to ask them if they would like you To stop back during Any Emergency—power outages or snow storm to see if they Are” OK “ and need anything.

For older neighbors this could be a life-saver.

Please join...

“Neighborhood Knock”

November 7-8

Sponsored by the Fairfax 50+
Neighbor to Neighbor Committee

For information contact: Cherie Lejeune
Fedhumanserviceschr2016@fairfaxfederation.org

cell: 203-400-3668